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EDUCATION WEEK STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN THE
EAGLES DEFEAT FORDHAM RAMS
ANNUAL SPIRITUAL RETREAT
IN A CRUSHING VICTORY 27-7 TO BE OBSERVED
Exercises Planned for Each
Day by Class of

WESTON OPENS WITH 90-YARD RUN

Pedagogy
While the Eagle SHRILLED HIS piercing scream of triumph, and a
howling horde of loyal Bostonians lifted the "REGULAR BOSTON" against
the dismal slopes of Coogan's Bluffs, eleven men in the regalia of Boston
College ran through a fighting, struggling Fordham team to the pleasant tune
of 27 to 7.
Tom O'Brien's boys were too good for their opponents, but it remained
for a Cavanaugh-coached team to put across the first Fordham score against
Boston College in eight years. The New Yorkers had to wait until the waning
moments of play for their tally, but they rightly deserved it, so doggedly did
they do battle against a far superior team.
Not a minute did the Eagles hesitate in their crushing march to victory. Al Weston snatched DeLany's
opening boot and raced some ninetyodd yards for a touchdown, traveling
swiftly behind Daley's beautiful flying
wedge. Tom O'Brien kicked an additional point into the score, and then
Fordham broke into the limelight
temporarily. Receiving the kickoff,
Fordham pulled off a march that
placed the ball within the Boston
fifteen-yard stripe, but tight defense
against the forward pass stopped the
advance. This act was repeated but
a few minutes later, following a
Dower kick which was run back
twenty-five yards by the diminutive
flash, Neilan. A muff on a perfectly
directed toss prevented a possible first
down on the Boston five yards, and
an imminent score was nipped in the
bud. Boston completed a pass immediately for twenty yards, Creedon
being on the spot on Weston's accurate throw.
An exchange of punts followed with
Boston receiving the ball on the fortyfive-yard line. Dower again punted,
after two line thrusts. At this point,
Charlie Murphy broke in fast and
smothered the ball before DeLany
could kick, and a Boston jersey covered the ball. Weston made three at
tackle, and followed this up by passing to Creedon, who made a brilliant
snatch near the sidelines on the Fordham fifteen-yard line. Another forward to Pat was grounded, but
Murphy completed an aerial play behind the goal line, a clever catch on
a partially blocked pass.
Tom
O'Brien again kicked goal, and the
total was fourteen.
Creedon ran back the next kickoff
to his own forty-five, and on the
next play hit left tackle for eight
yards. Then Weston broke away for
seventeen yards and the ball rested
on Fordham's thirty. Fordham held
and Dower kicked into the end zone.
O'Brien Makes. Touchdown
After a short gain through the line,
Fordham fumbled and Boston recovered. Fordham gained possession
once more after Gripp intercepted a
pass on his fifteen-yard line. B. C.
was set back for offside play, and
DeLany was thrown for a two-yard
loss. On an attempted punt, the
whole Boston line broke through, Tom
O'Brien leading the cavalcade. He
took the punt off his uplifted arms
and tore across Fordham's last white
line, while Herman very neatly tipped
DeLany upside down to keep him out
of the play. Come to think of it, Tom
had plenty of company on that jaunt,
no less than three of his teammates
escorting him over. Tom missed on
this try, but he had a good one left.
Creedon hurt his ankle a few plays
after the ensuing kickoff and was relieved by Joe Fitzgerald. Whelan replaced DeVenuti, who was dazed by a
blow on the head. Toward the end of
the half, Dower uncorked a beautiful
kick from his own thirty-five-yard
line that went outside on Fordham's
nine. Immediately Fordham completed a long pass that brought the
ball to midfield. Just before half
time Boston punted and then effectually stopped a barrage of Maroon
forwards.
At the start of the second half,
Dower carried repeatedly, bearing the
brunt of the attack after Creedon's
incapacitation. He was kicking better than ever, getting the ball away
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)

MONSTER SMOKER
FRIDAY EVENING
Symphony Sextet
Freshman
to Entertain
On the

of the Villanova
1927, will be held
the annual Freshman smoker?the
smoker at which the members of the
Freshman class are officially welcomed to Boston College by the
Seniors.
The committee in charge: Joseph
B. Doyle, chairman, aided by John
Shea, Allen F. Durgan, George F.
Hurley, Joseph L. Quinn and Andrew
J. Sullivan, all of Senior, have arranged a very fine evening of entertainment.
The speakers include Fr. Peter
Dolan, S.J., Freshman dean; Coach
D. Leo Daley, Boston College's first
graduate coach, and Stuhldreyer, one
of the four horsemen of Notre Dame.
Their addresses are certain to be
very interesting.
An innovation in the entertainment
will be the appearance of the Freshman Symphony Sextet, composed of
the band members of the Freshman
class.
Al Fitzgerald, worthy successor to
the one and only Tom Harty, will
dance. In addition there will be several professional acts.
Following a tradition of long standing, the senior president, Daniel M.
Driscoll, will present the beautiful
gold and maroon class banner to the
class of '31.
The newly-elected
Freshman president will accept it.
Since the rules of the college demand the closing of the assembly hall
at 11 P. M. o'clock, all had better be
on hand at 8 o'clock sharp to enjoy
the entire night's entertainment.
eve

game,

Friday, Nov. 4,

By proclamation of the President,
the week beginning Monday, Nov. 7,
has been appointed American Education Week. Boston College will observe the week, under the direction
of Mr. Fred Gillis, professor of peda-

North Carolina
Rt. Rev. William J. Hafey, Bishop
of North Carolina, visited the college
Monday and spoke to the student
body. It was not his first visit to
Boston College, for last year he addressed the Seniors.
Bishop Hafey told of his work in
North Carolina, which is progressing
faster than any other state in the
Union and progressing at the expense
of the textile industries of New England.
The bishopric of North Carolina
was created but two years ago and
less than two-tenths of one per cent
of the population are Roman Catholics. The condition of Catholicity in
the state is reminiscent of the difficulties of the early Catholics in America. One priest has a parish covering
six thousand square miles.
Bishop Hafey appealed to the students for aid to help carry on the
work, and assured a welcome to those
who may feel inclined to devote their
lives to the missionary work in North
Carolina.

The annual college retreat began last Tuesday, with the Seniors in the
Senior flail and the under-classmen in the Library Auditorium. The exercises
of the retreat began with the Mass of the Holy Ghost. Fr. Ignatius W. Cox,
S.J., a former professor at B. C, now Editor of the "Jesuit Missions," gave
the retreat to the Seniors, while Fr. George Strohaven, S.J., Professor of
Chemistry at Holy Cross College, gave the retreat to the three under-classes.
On Thursday afternoon, the papel benediction was bestowed on all the students.

gogy

Monday, Nov. 7, designated as Constitution Day, will witness the reading of three essays on the following
subjects: (1) The Development of the
Constitution; (2) The Constitution
The Fountain Head of Power; (3)
The Supreme Court?The Palladium
of the People's Liberties. These essays are to be selected after competitive examination on the subject in
which all Senior classmen are eligible.
"Let us guide this priceless heritage of our age" is the motto for Constitution Day.
Tuesday has been appointed Health
Education Day.
An Address on "Health Education,"
a necessary civic training, will be
given by Mr. Frederick J. O'Brien,
Asst. Director of Physical Training
for the city of Boston; "Health Training in the Catholic Schools," by our
head football coach, Leo Daley; "Sana
Mens in Corpore Sano," by Mr.
Thomas O'Brien, '28, captain of the
football team.
Wednesday, Nov. 9, will be ReliOn this day
gious Teacher Day.
there will be a reception by the Senior
class to representatives of the teaching orders. Selected members of the
pedagogy class will give addresses
on these topics: "The Ancient Religious Teachers," "Mediaeval Educa-

CAST CHOSEN BY

tional Directors," and "The Modern

especially praiseworthy.
All of the cast was selected tentatively, said Mr. Harlow, and may be
changed at any time. Some of the

?

Religious Teachers."
On Thursday, Catholic Parish
School Day, Rev. Richard Quinlan,

diocesan director of

schools,

will

speak on "Educational Work of the

Archdiocese of Boston.
Friday, November 11, being the
anniversary of the signing of the
armistice, will be known as Patriotism Day, hence the double observance
Armistice Day and its connection
with education. On this day there
will be a reunion of the alumni veterans of the World War, which will be
concluded with solemn commemoration of the hero dead. The motto
for Friday is "The tide of patriotism
runs high in parochial schools."

BISHOP HAFEY IN CLASS OF '31 TO
ELECT OFFICERS
TALK TO STUDENTS
Explains Conditions in

FRS. COX AND STROHAVER PREACH

Results to Be Announced at
Smoker, Friday
Night
The class of 1931 will elect its officers next Friday. Ballots will be distributed in each section during the
day.

Candidates for the presidency are
Ceslaus Antos, John Chisholm, John
Hart, Kevin Hern and Robert Sullivan.
Charles Finn, Richard Gorman and
Rocco Pavone are candidates for the
vice presidency.
There are three candidates for the
office of secretary, William Carey,
Edmund Cheney and John Wright.
Aspirants for the office of treasurer
are: Robert Burns, John Casey, Edward Connelly and Albert Thibault.
Austin Brosnan is the only candidate for representative in the Athletic
Association.
The Students' Activities Council is
conducting the election, with John
Gillooly, president of '30, chairman.
The results of the election will be anning.

DRAMATIC COACH
Association to Present
"Pals First" in December
On Wednesday last, in Sophomore
G classroom, Mr. Harlow, the coach
of the Dramatic Association, continued the trials which had been begun
last Monday, October 24. Mr. Harlow selected tentatively three members for each role. As a great many
were eager for each part, the selection of as few as three was a very
difficult matter. After a lengthy process of elimination, the first, second,
and third choices were announced.
The first choice for the role of
"Danny," the leading man of "Pals
First," the play to be presented by
the association, was John Fitzgerald,
who will be remembered for his excellent work as "Launcelot Gobbo" in
last year's production of the "Merchant of Venice." "Judge Logen,"
the character role in the play, will be
taken by Daniel Driscoll, '28, whose
work in former productions has been

minor characters were not named.
Mr. Harlow makes a choice of a character, not from his voice alone, nor
yet from his appearance, but by a
proportionate blend of both.
This
system, as Mr. Harlow explained it
to the Dramatic Association, should
be very successful at Boston College,
having been found excellent by the
coach on former occasions.

ROOTERS STAGE PARADE
ON RETURN TO BOSTON
by
Led
March From
DockBand
to Common,
When the S.S. Boston, on which
were the majority of the men who
made the trip to the Fordham game,
drew into the dock about 10.30 a.m.,
a parade in honor of the victory was
hastily organized.
The band was
marshalled into line by Cheerleaders
Mort O'Connor and Joe Tondorf, and
the students formed behind them,
cheering and singing.
The band
struck up "For Boston" and the
parade started up Atlantic avenue.
All traffic was halted and crowds
lined the sidewalks. Led by the band,
the parade went up to the South Station and turned up Summer street.
Traffic officers courteously cleared the
way and the marchers proceeded
without interruption to the Common,
and went across the Common to the
Parkman Bandstand. The students
took places on the benches around the
stand, and the band, cheerleaders and
the bearers of the goal post went up
into the stand. The leaders called for
cheers for the team, for Capt. Tom
O'Brien, for Leo Daley, and then,
after singing "For Boston" and "Hail,
Alma Mater," the gathering broke up.
nounced at the smoker in the eveA collection was taken up to provide for the express charges to transport the goal post to the Heights,
where a place of honor will be provided for it.

Fr. Cox, in the course of his retreat,
presented three questions for the Seniors to answer: "Where did I come
from ?
What am I doing here ?
Whither am I going?" He declared
them to be the three fundamental
principles upon which rest our eternal
salvation, contrasting them with the
pagan denial of God and future
He reminded the Seniors that

life.
God

was their master, dependence their
conditions, service their function, and
eternity their destiny.
Fr. Cox exhorted the Seniors to
choose their life work soon, if they
have not done so already, and to devote their lives to Jesus Christ, King.
Fr. Strohaver, in his retreat to the
under-classmen, enumerated St. Ignatius' four attributes of the Ideal Captain, either in physical or spiritual

warfare, viz.:
1. The call from heaven.
2. Willingness to share the hardships of war.
8. Assurance of victory without
loss of life.
4. Equal division of spoils and territory conquered.
He demonstrated that Jesus Christ
was the only man who ever possessed

these qualities in their fulness, exhorting the students to follow the
Divine Captain.
The mercy of God was a quality
stressed by Fr. Strohaver, exemplifying it by the sins and forgiveness of
King David.
"Christ was condemned by the Roman magistrates because He was the

Man who received sinners, therefore,
the wandering sheep of God's
flock, should have contrition for our
sins, trust the mercy of God, reform
our lives and become the soldiers of
Christ, true Catholic gentlemen."
The Retreat closed on Friday morning with the student body receiving
Holy Communion at Mass, which was
followed by Benediction of the Most
Blessed Sacrament.
we,

BISHOP DINAND
IS CONSECRATED
Becomes Vicar Apostolic
of Jamaica
Rt. Rev. Joseph N. Dinand, S.J.,
D.D., twice President of Holy Cross
College, was consecrated Titular
Bishop of Selinus and Vicar Apostolic
of Jamaica, last Sunday in the beautiful new chapel on Mt. St. James.
Bishop Dinand goes to Jamaica to
succeed the late Bishop O'Hare, who,
like Bishop Dinand, was a former
student of Boston College.
Bishop
O'Hare was drowned while swimming,
a year ago.

The rite of consecration was exceedingly simple. At the foot of the
altar knelt the Bishop-elect.
Bishop Thomas M. O'Leary, D.D.,
of Springfield, the consecrator, Bishop
Joseph J. Rice, D.D., of Burlington
and Bishop John G. Murray, D.D., of
Portland,
consecrators,
assistant
walked to the kneeling figure,

touched his head with both their hands
and said: "Receive the Holy Ghost."
And by that simple rite the episcopal,
order was conferred.
The three consecrating bishops
were graduates of Holy Cross College.
Another episcopal graduate present at
the ceremony was the Rt. Rev. William Hafey, Bishop of Raleigh, North
Carolina, whose attendant was Rev.
James H. Dolan, S.J., Rector of B. C.
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THE ROVER BOYS AGAIN
of this paper that

thing for the editorial department
ITitIShasgood
not its being in the open stretches of Kansas. Twice
weeks have we looked with bilious eye upon
past
a

a
few
of hazing. Twice have we risen to decry the sophoof bulldozing freshmen, yet still we live and breathe
More, as yet we have been threatened with no
blanket-tossing nor have we been forcefully escorted to the borders
of the nearest lake and propelled therein. Others fare not so
safely. In Kansas, it appears, such utterances constitute high
treason, punishable by mobbings and duckings in convenient bodies
of water. Witness the sad case of Editor Paul Porter of Kansas
University.
The saga of Paul Porter began when he was rash enough to
write thusly in the "Daily Kansan":
"The next time a blue-capped freshman, resembling an aniwe hope to see him retaliate
mated sulphur match, is paddled
with the handiest weapon available, invite the paddler to warm
and join with his fellow classmen to grab the enregions
by
roacher
the scuff of the neck and rinse him of the conceit in the
chilly waters of Potter Lake. Then he may be experiencing some
knocks worth yelling and fighting for."
Porter's position immediately became as that of a Darwinian
who rises in a backwoods district of Tennessee to make a brief for
evolution. The big, burly men of Kansas immediately started out
for revenge with fire in their eyes and paddles, no doubt, held
behind their backs. Having duly thrown the heretic Porter into
the lake they went away from there with the sense of work well
done.
One would think that the erring editorial person would compromise thereafter with Psyche, his soul, and cease firing upon
the ancient and honorable rite of hazing. But no! The satirizing
editorials go on and Porter assures those whom it may concern
that his attitude toward hazing will remain unchanged. Hallelujah!
Of such stuff are heroes made!
It is extremely encouraging to see that even in the fresh
water colleges a glimmering of the light is plainly seen and a vigorous minority is up in arms over what is so obviously childish and
absurd in college life. With less of the spirit of hazing abroad
throughout the land we may look also for a diminution of the business that lends life to the K.K.K. and organizations of that superior
ilk.

within the
the institution
moric practice
the vital air.
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JAMAICA PLAIN CLUB TO
MEET TOMORROW NIGHT

COMMUNICATIONS
To the Editor of The HEIGHTS:
I have read the issue of The
HEIGHTS published Tuesday, October 25, completely five times, and I
do not hesitate to voice my opinion,
or, rather, pound my typewriter, to
say that it is without exception the
best issue of this splendid paper that
has been produced since I entered
Boston College. It is a credit for any
institution that could produce its parallel.
The news items in particular satisfied my humble thirst for interesting
reading. They were well planned and
written, presenting each phase of college activity, and were of pleasingly
divers subjects. Several articles were
examples of very good pieces of reporting and more of the same type
are always welcome in any collegiate
newspaper. The accounts of the meetings of the different academies were
perfectly matched in detail and proportion; the reader could not help but
receive a comprehensive notion of the
business transacted at each meeting.
The chairman of the Editorial
Board is to be congratulated on his
They
excellent choice of articles.
were very appropriate for the time
and fitting for the occasion. We all
know that his is a thankless task, and
his every effort is to be applauded by
every student.
The gentleman in
charge of that issue is to be commended for his pleasing arrangement.
Sincerely,
TRADE SMITH, '29.

TUXEDOS I
For Hire

The first meeting of the Jamaica
Plain B. C. Club is to be held Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1927, at St. Thomas'
School Hall on Woodman street. The
meeting will be called to order at 7.45
P. M.
The club, which is the first to be
founded in the district, will elect officers for the coming year, and all
Boston College men residing in Jamaica Plain are requested to attend.
It is hoped that the club will soon
take its place on a par with the many
Boston College Clubs already organized in other districts.

Jos. B. Tondorf,

Edw.F.p.

BURNS to-

-125 Summer Street
Adv.

Doing one thing

and doing it well

Specialized ability is a predominating reason
for the outstanding quality of Scott & Company
clothing for Young Men.
For nearly a quarter of a century Scott &
Company has concentrated its widely recognized
ability on doing one thing and doing it well.
It has made clothing history in producing
custom-quality clothing, yet ready-to-wear, sold
on a one profit basis from our workrooms to the
wearer?

Suits, $45 to $55
Topcoats, $45 to $50
Tuxedos and Trousers, $50 and $55
Overcoats, $50 to $65
?

Another presentation of the Passion Play will be given by the University of Santa Clara early next
spring. Santa Clara is becoming the
Oberammergau of America.
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336 to 340 Washington St.

How will your office look ?
Not like this, of course

I
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FRIENDSHIP
old friend may be said to be one who has withstood the test
AN
who is
of time, and all kinds of circumstances; he is
cheery smile,
encouraging
always ready
one

an
with a helping hand, a
word. He forgives all your weaknesses, he understands all your
moods. He helps bear your brief, he is a partner in your joy.
How lucky he is who can say that he has such a friend. They are
few!
Now is the time to make friendships. Don't wait until you
are old, for it is then that you know whether or not the friendships
that you made in youth were really friendships or just acquaintances. Plant your friendship seeds in your college days, and you
will know with the passing years whether the seeds will grow
and bear fruit. Try not to be one of a clique, don't restrict yourself to one friend; plr»nt more than one sees; a garden of flowers
is more beautiful than a single bloom. If, of a whole harvest of
acquaintances you succeed in finding one true friend, you will be
very fortunate.
Surely there are some in your classroom to whom you are
drawn by like tastes, by relative ideas, by sympathetic ties. Or
you may be drawn together by conflicting ideas, by distinctly different tastes; life-long friendships have resulted from the clash
of two temperaments. There is opportunity for all to make lasting
friendships during their school days. In no other span of life will
you have the chance of meeting so many fellows of your own age
drawn together with the same idea in mind, the same goal in view.
Take advantage of this opportunity; don't be snobbish, don't try
to "high-hat" the next fellow because the elbows of his coat are
ragged and frayed. Diamonds don't sparkle when they are mined!
Don't be a parasite, and never allow fellows to call themselves
friends because they are attracted by your pocket money, or your
roadster. You can't buy friendship; that unselfish, peculiar kind
of love that all of us are willing to lavish on some person, who
will reciprocate, and prove himself equal to the duties of a friend.
This is the kind of friendship that lasts; class differences, wealth,
clothes, family are not taken into consideration; those insignificant
mundane advantages that in reality mean so little.
Real friendship is beautiful; and if you are lucky enough to
form one, foster it, cherish it as a precious jewel; and in years to
come it will prove to be a never-ending source of comfort and

pleasure.
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culadng Machines; Cash Registers; Interior Telephones; Card
Recorders; Card Sorters; Time
1
W
Machines; Typewriters; Fans;
MAZDA Lamps, and many other
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electric devices.

This familiar mark
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motor-driven sorters and tabulators.
Key cards are punched with lightning fingers. Electric sorters devour

add quantities and
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Here's a statistical job. The reports
.
c r
are in; thousands or figures to
Looks like overtime for
analyze.
J
cletks.
fifty
"Certainly not," answers
electricity, as a button starts the

amounts

the
time, and print
x
to almost any

Go

in jig
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totals.
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bank today. Hand
..,.,,

in your account book. Click, click,
? i
11
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i
click,
goes the electric
book-keeping
machine and back comes the book
to you. Five operations performed
* that brief moment.
Everybody
saves time, ?you, the cleik, the
bank,?when electricity is the book.
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But visit a modern office! A thour
sand letters to go out by four
o'clock. A new price list to all
customers in to-night s mail, without
fail. Enter electricity. Two or three
juc-ij
\u25a0
and thehmshed
people turn switches,
letters come out of an ingenious
.
machine. Another motion and they
are sealed and
mP ed only elec
tricity could get that job done.
,

TO-DAY in a modern office you
will find these electrical aids:
Addressing Machines; Dictating
Machines; Adding Machines;
Multigraphs; Check-writers; Cal-
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V7"OUR FATHER probably will
recall the days of high stools,
eyeshades, and evenings overtime.
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In the office of to-morrow you
will
J
find electrical fingers" doing more
work than even to-day.
"
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

General
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company,
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Schenectady,

new
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THE HEIGHTS

In what appeared to be the most
closely contested debate of the current year, the question of government
interference with the rights of individuals, was argued before the Fulton
at their regular weekly meeting Monday, Oct. 24. Mr. Newton. '28, and
Mr. Leen. '29, had the Affirmative,
and Mr. O'Keefe, '29, and Mr. Sheehan, '28, defended the Negative of the
question: "Resolved, That this house
deplores the present tendency of governments to invade the rights of individuals." After a spirited debate

that showed excellent preparation on
both sides, the audience was found to
be pretty evenly divided and returned
a verdict for the Negative side by the
close vote of 20 to 16.
Leen Opens Debate
Mr. Leen, in beginning the discussion, outlined the topic very well and
declared that the whole debate revolved around the principle of
whether or not governments had the
authority to take from an individual
rights

given

him

by

nature.

Mr.

Leen described man as a free agent
with certain primary rights which
the state had no right to interfere
with, although, he admitted, the state
could put many restrictions upon his
secondary rights since, as u social being, man was subject to government
restraint. In general, asserted Mr.
Leen, the rights of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness should not
be transgressed. Declaring emphatically that the state was taking upon
itself powers not its own in invading
individual rights, he cited the cases
of Russia and Mexico as examples of
countries which had committed that
mistake and were paying the penalty.
Even in our own country Mr. Leen
saw evidences of a new school rising
up in opposition to the principles of
individual freedom laid down in our

constitution.
Intervention Necessary
Mr. Sheehan, '28, substituting for
Mr. Phelan, who was originally asassigned to this debate but was
absent,
the
opened
the
denegative by
claring that the increasing complexity of society demanded an increasing complexity and an increasing number of laws, and that this
very necessary protection of society
was misconstrued by individualists as
unwarranted invasions of their rights.
Mr. Sheehan stressed the fact that
for the good of society man must submerge his individual rights to the
greater good and must cease to look
on necessary restraint with so selfish
an eye. Mr. Sheehan declared that
the state was entirely in its rights in
restraining the individual for the
common good of society.

unavoidably

case

for

HEIGHTS Editor Speaks
Newton, HEIGHTS editor,
making his initial appearance before
the Fulton, took up the burden for
the Affirmative. Declaring that just
as the individual case first in point
of time, so, too, he came first in point
of rights, Mr. Newton denied that it
was in the province of any government to rob a man of these natural

Mr.

Furthermore, Mr. Newton
rights.
pointed out, society always injured
itself when it took from the individual his natural rights since in so doing it injured the individual, an integral part of society. Not only has
the state no right to interfere with
man's inviolable rights but it is even
highly impractical for the state to do
so. "Bereft of his rights," continued
Mr. Newton, "man loses initiative and
responsibility and becomes as much
a puppet as an inmate of Sing Sing.
No man can feel a man with the dog
collar of suppression about his

throat."
Newton Lashes State

Despite the fact that the state has
no authority to interfere with the
natural rights of man, and despite
the fact that such interference is
highly impractical, Newton demonstrated that the state did interfere.
He pointed to what he termed "the
unholy spectacle of Russia," and "the
vulgar mess in Mexico," as well as
to the state of Italy under Mussolini,
then declared that our own country,
far from being stainless in this matter, almost could be said to lead the
(Continued on
6, col. 1)

him in this regard.
Similia simiiibus curantur!
Sincerely,
MARTIN J. KANE.
Chairman of the Editorial Board.
By

VICTOR J.

NEWTON

Dear Sir ?This is not so much a
letter to you)' august self as to that
mysterious creature, the "Serious
Sophomore," who, by low cunning and
surreptitious stealth, managed to convey to you, keeping his identity a
dark secret, an epistle conceived in
concealment and dedicated to the
proposition that "there is an awkward
column on the editorial page." While
I rarely give any of my time to the
answering of anonymous letters, nevertheless there is that about this
youth's communication which requires
a reply.
I refer, sir, to the gross
misconception by him of a statement
which you once made anent that column on the editorial page which you
now fill weekly (Editor's Note: Probably a misprint)with your genial
philosophy on life and living. When
you said that there had always been
an awkward column on the editorial
page which had to be filled you did
not, I am sure, refer to the editorial
column but rather to the adjoining
column, where now appears "On This

and That."
I have not

yet been able to

deter-

mine whether this person, whoever hemay be, purposely misconstrued your
remark.
Perchance he is a literalminded zany and can grasp but one
notion at a time. But I lean to the
thirst theory, namely, that the "Serious Sophomore," being an ingenious
cuss, saw in your statement an opportunity to indulge in a bit of buffoonery at the expense of myself and
my
hard-working editorial board.
Though I hesitate to say it, the
methods he employed in so doing
were as underhanded as a game of

My clear Editor?As the writer of
one of the editorials (the second) of!
that issue of The HEIGHTS which
your correspondent, calling himself a
Serious Sophomore, so gleefully castigates, 1 i-ise to make answer to I hat
scarcely sincere gentleman. 1 know
that he is scarcely sincere, for I, too,
once held down his position -that of
a carping critic.
In the first place, lie pecks at me
for heading the editorial with the
caption. '"This Is Vnur Caper."
If
he had read the editorial with any
but a mocking and fault-finding intent, he could easily have realized
the relation of the title to its following context. And. again, possessing
such a stubborn understanding, he
should have (as one does in baseball)
taken nothing for granted in an editorial column. By the very fact of
his taking home as many copies of
the paper as he could conveniently
carry, he gives evidence of dulcet
dingbats lurking in his belfry?for
not even you. my editor, feel privileged or obliged to do that.
In the second place, he hacks at
me for holding up as an exemplary
student fine who comes from a family
of eight, each of whose other seven
members read The HEIGHTS after
he has passed the paper on to them.
This spuriously serious Sophomore
yodels a baleful song of hope that in

horseshoes.
The identity of the "Serious Sophomore." perhaps best for himself,
still remains unknown. Even as 1
write he skulks about the corridors
clutching his dark secret to his
breast. In an endeavor to locate him
and have it out with him as man to
eminent detective, Waaklo W. Waldo,
better known as the Forty-Niner, so
called because of the class in which
he expects to graduate. Waldo, or
Waaldo, as I sometimes call him,
spent many fruitless hours in search
of the elusive Soph until the famous
sleuth broke his watch and was
forced to turn his attention to that
case.
For a time I considered the possibility that Waldo himself was the cul-
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prit, but my hypothesis was shattered when 1 realized that Waldo is
a sub-subFreshman and has been for
several years. If Waldo is a Sophomore he has guarded his iniquity
well. He claims that if he can possibly prevent it he will never become
a Sophomore.
But enough of Sophomores in general, Mr. Editor. The Silved Masked
Sophomore whose cavil has roused
my ire has also roused my interest.
Anyone who can till a column and a
half can fill me with respect.
The
painful job of filling the editorial column each week is not one that I
relish unassisted. And though my
corps of editorial writers is industrious enough, yet they, too, at times,
are moved to throw up their inkstained hands in despair for want of
something to
editorialize about.
Wherefore 1 have a suggestion, nay,
a challen.ee, to offer the "Serious
Sophomore." Since he has seen fit
to set himself up as a critic of editorials, let him himself try to write
them. I guarantee that they will be
blue-pencilled to the best of my ability. If he so chooses, for the nonce
he need not reveal himself per se.
He may convey his effusions to me
via the copy basket, which reposes
on one of the desks in The HEIGHTS
office. If they are rejected they will
lie found there, fittingly inscribed, the
day after he turns them in. If they
mutatis mutandis, and he will be duly
credited with such in my little book

That entitles it to top today's chat on Solight* soft
hats and derbies!
Not only "light over head"
but of a wearing quality to
delight the overy-day user.

femiliarity/1

man, or perhaps as man to Sophomore, I called into my service that

are

"Very light Overhead" is
the title of this picture!

'

Dangerous Tendency of
Government Discussed

On This and That

i.

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

the Future the student pointed out
will "politely permit the other seven
members of his family to peruse t Inpages before, not after, lie lias finished reading it."
Writing; even editorials lor this
I( is work.
paper is no joke.
Tf
you can do it. and see one of every
two editorials you submit published.
you are a far, far better man at it
than I am. Won't you try. at least,
to help us produce the best paper
that it is possible for Boston College
to have':'
We of The HEIGHTS love
this paper. You prod a tender spot
when you try to make fools of us.
and the paper and get away with it.
IF you think that we are putting
forth a poor editorial column it is
tf)
your duty, not to us?no?but
Boston College, to make if a better
on?.
We of the editorial board are
dooi"' mil' best. It is all that any
man can do.
We did not think that
the student body demanded more. We
know that you demand more, Serious
Sophomore. Take the task in your
hands; make the editorial column far
hetter than it is. if you can.
Yen
have a great job ahead of you.
Really sincerely.

wherein is contained the record of the
good and ba ' deeds of editorial writers. At the proper time he will be
asked to betray his foul features to
me that he may become a full-fledged
member of the editorial board under
his true colors and in his own name.
And since he displays a 1-king for
the apt Latin quotation, let me rival
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Something new and something old
was in evidence when the Freshman
football team played the Lynn General Electric apprentices at Lynn on
the 28th. The something new was
that the game was played at night
under powerful flood lights. These
flood-lights were an innovation and
were found to be successful as a substitute for the daylight. The something old was that the Eaglets again
won a victory, this time to the tune
of 20-0.
The work of Colbert, Dixon, Antos
and Marr was almost as brilliant as
the flood lights themselves. The first
score of the game came in the second
period. Colbert, quarterback and former Dean Academy star, passed a
beautiful twenty-five-yard forward to
Jack Dixon, the rangy end from Norwood.
On
the next play Marr
plunged through the line from the
eight-yard mark and went over for a
touchdown.
Later, O'Connor, the Freshman
guard, broke through the General
Electric line and blocked a punt. The
ball was recovered by the Eaglets on
the Lynn team's five-yard line. After
two unsuccessful trys, George Colbert
took it over for the second score.
Most games have their best play

YEAR
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In the MEN'S STORE with direct entrances from
Washington and Franklin Streets

BLUE
double breasted
OVERCOATS

one in this game occurred in
the final period.
Colbert, who had
been in the limelight during most of
the game, received the ball from center while standing on the thirty-fiveyard line. He threw a superb pass
which Dixon, after a leap into the air,
caught over the goal line. The Freshman team played this game in their
usual fine form, which if kept up,
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Al Weston's runback of the opening
interference?
was but one of many surprises that
the Fordhamites received. There was,
for instance, the annoying manner in
which the doughty Thomas O'Brien
blocked DeLany's punt and recovered
*

The Maroon and White attempted
and fancy forward passing,
completing seven out of ten, but until
Leo sent in his subs in the final quarter very few gains were made via the
rushing route. This was due to the
sterling work of the line. The secondary defense shared honors in this
and the spectacular work of Wilczewski ruined many a Fordham play.
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cramp may sound
like a joke to some, but to the student
who has spent several long hours
writing a thesis or report by hand, it
looms a:; a very real malady.
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The number of students attending
the game must have been a vast surprise to the New York rooters, for
the Boston College cheering section
had more representatives than Fordham. Many Boston men who did not
purchase tickets at home were seated
at a distant end of the field, so that
the full cheering strength of the visiting rooters was somewhat impaired.
*
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*

double pneumonia, grippe, influenza,
et al., played the game of his life,
getting off punts more quickly than
he has done in any game this season.
*
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man.
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Mike Durant's work in breaking
through the Fordham line to mess up
plays was one of the features of the
game. Time and again the Maroon
attack had not gotten under way
when Durant was in to tackle his
Bud Dower,

.

Stein-Bloch overcoats, $55 to $125
Other overcoats, $35 to $100

The work of McGuirk, Herman,
Murphy and O'Brien in hurrying DeLany's kicks was in great part responsible for the poor showing made
by the Fordham back. By contrast
the ease and beauty of Dower's punting was due to the line's ability to
protect the invalid Eagle.
*

.
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that everyone knew he would get. And
there was not much grief when Fordham scored her lone touchdown. No
one wanted to see the Old Majah
beaten too decisively in view of the
hard luck he has been playing in
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Sport

THROUGH
EAGLE'S

EY THE

VILLANOVA PLAYS
B.C. SATURDAY
Coach Stuhldreher Uses
Rockne's System

The work of five men who never played against Fordham before, and
with but little varsity experience to their credit, was particularly pleasing to
the coaches. These men were Pat Creeden in the backfield, Pete Herman at
tackle, John DeVenuti, Mort Lenane and Charles Murphy, ends. Creeden's
leg bothered him all last year and prevented his getting into the game with
the Maroons. Herman, Murphy, DeVenuti and Lenane played as freshmen
last year and did not play over a few minutes on the varsity during the
entire season. Pete Herman looked like the best lineman on the Eagles'
frontier. The hackneyed term "übiquitous" could have been applied to Herman
last Saturday. He was all around the Fordham backfield on every play and
blocked one of Delaney's punts. Number 22 loomed up very big on the Polo
Grounds gridiron just as it has since the season opened against Duke, although the big Hyde Park boy really started playing in the Geneva game.
Creeden's work needs no comment as the Brockton boy leaves nothing to be
desired as a broken field ball carrier. Until DeVenuti was taken out after a
kick on the head that caused concussion of the brain he played a whale of a
game for a man starting his first varsity contest.
When Mort "Death"
Lenane replaced the Everett boy he proceeded to show the Fordham backs
how football men should be tackled low and hard. Murphy continued the
good work he started in the West Virginia Wesleyan game and by his heads
up work recovered a blocked punt and scored a touchdown on the end of one
of Weston's passes. These five men will improve steadily and will soon be
ready for the fastest company.
*

*

#

*

Great work, boys! It certainly shows that the coaching staff has produced
a tremendous improvement since the first two games.
Congratulations to
Leo Daley, Joe McKenney, Jack Heaphy and Jack Maloney. It was disappointing that the team had to play such a remarkable game before so small
a crowd. The Boston College section dwarfed any other single section in the
vast stands. It was the old story about "New York only supports a winner."
The major league baseball teams proved this to their sorrow some years ago.
The work of Al Weston, those two beautiful runs worthy of any All-America
man, were viewed by a crowd that would hardly be complimentary to a
second rate high school game. The work of the cheering sections and the
cheer leaders was ace high and completely outclassed the Fordham section,
such as it was. The band performed like John Sousa's and were garbed like
Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

EAGLES CRUSH

FORDHAM RAMS

5

Now that the Fordham game has
been passed over, the next enemy approaching the Boston firing line is
none other than Harry Stuhldreher's
clever Villanova outfit. The type of
opposition that will be rendered by
this club can best be estimated by
reference to their past performances.
The Villanovans were set back in
an early season conflict with Bucknell,
a battle in which both teams did a
little bit of scoring. When the count
was settled, Bucknell had a two-touchdown margin. Considering the fact
that Bucknell is on a par with anything in the East that wears moleskins, Villanova must be powerful.
Any team that can score two touchdowns on Bucknell, as Villanova did,
has an offence that is worthy of all
the attention you care to give it.
Lebanon Valley, a team that later
gained prominence by nosing out
eleven "iron men," was
beaten quite thoroughly by this same
team. The total run-up by Stuhldreher's back was somewhere up in the
thirties, and the other side drew quarterly goose eggs. Not content with
this bit of advertising, the Pennsylvanians staged a track meet with
Lehigh, in which a round piece of
pigskin was substituted for the customary baton. It is believed that a
record number of players participated
in this, so rapidly did the whole team
run out of wind. Eigh touchdowns,
with a few successful kicks-after, plus
fruitless attempts by the boys from

Brown's

the coal mines, made the result read
something like 54 to 0.
In the Lehigh game, no less than
fifty-five men comprised Villanova's
lineup. Five full teams saw action,
each one working with a rhythm and
coordination that has characterized
the play of all Villanova teams since
the former Notre Dame player took
up the reins. Coach Stuhldreher has
brought the Rockne system of attack
?the greatest gridiron offence of the
present day?into
His
his work.
charges have responded admirably to
this style, having the speed, shiftiness
and sure-handedness that it requires.

The captain of the Villanova boys
hails from Stamford, Conn. He is
Paul Kutsczo, who plays quarterback,
and he is quite a cog in Stuhldreher's
passing game. Last year the Rockne
pass kept the Eagles on edge until the
cheei-y shrill of the final whistle.
With the lateral pass now in vogue,
and their splendid Notre Dame formations still bewildering all opponents, the Eagles are in for an interesting afternoon.
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Then came another

thrilling performance from Weston.
He caught a punt on his own thirtyfive-yard line, fooled five Marooners
by a neat feint to the right, and then
swung quickly over in a reverse. He
easily outran those nearest him, and
raced along the sideline. His interference formed hastily and cleaned out
nicely before him.
Reversing his
field twice more, he went over without being seriously menaced along
the way. This concluded a fine day's
work for Al, and the crowd showed
appreciation by cheering him until he
was out of sight.
Joe Fitzgerald
added the extra point, a dropkick.
Daley began to send in substitutes,
and Fordham put on steam. In the
final minutes of play, Buckley, Neilan
and DeLany carried from their own
forty yards, and, ripping off four first
downs, they made their score, DeLany going over. He also kicked the
singleton.
Outstanding features included Creedon's work before his injury, Weston's
long distance jaunts, Dower's knifelike thrusts at the line and the work
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of every man in the line. These last
were superb, stopping Fordham attempts before they were under way.
There was Captain Tommy, driving
low and irresistibly at all times. His
mate on the other side, Mike Durant,
never showed by his play that he had
a badly bruised shoulder which bothered him all through the battle. Clinton covered a lot of territory from
his roving center position, and his
passing was faultless.
Fordham's best were DeLany, a

tireless worker; Neilan, a great little
carrier, and Beloin, a fighting guard.
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(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
swiftly, and averaging well over fiftyyards. The Boston line was charging
successfully, Fordham backs being
unable to gain on inside tackle plays.
DeLany in particular was the object
of Eagle felicitations. He was thrown
for a loss twice, and was so rushed in
kicking that his attempt was a sky
scraper that failed to pass midfield.
A forward, Weston to Lenane, was
completed, but Mort was caught before he could shift the ball into position, and fumbled, Feaster retrieving
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FULTON DEBATE
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 1)
whole parade. Newton insisted that
we are subject to extremely excessive

law-making with the result that the
American is hemmed in by an astounding number of "fool laws,"
including such "liberty-snatching"
laws as Prohibition, the Anti-Syndicalist laws, suppression of free
speech and free assemblage, innumerable blue laws and censorship
measures of unmeaning strictness.
Holding that the Bill of Rights had
been made a mock of by Volstead and
innumerable, others, Mr. Newton submitted that this tendency to suppress
individual rights was a deplorable
thing.

O'Keefe Brilliant
Mr. O'Keefe, nothing daunted

by

November 1, 1927

the previous pyrotechnics, brought
the siege guns of the Negative to
bear upon the Affirmative's arguments. Explaining the multiplicity of
new laws by the increased complexity
of living conditions, he maintained
that the tendency of present-day governments, far from being one which
sought to invade individual rights,
was rather seeking the protection of
these rights through regulating laws.
After a decidedly heated rebuttal
in which all four speakers acquitted
themselves well, the vote was taken

which awarded the closest decision of
the year to the Negative, and the debate was thrown open to the house,
where the great majority of arguments from the floor showed that
most present believed in the position
as well as in the oratory of the Nega-
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